The rise of massive open online courses (MOOCs) is shaking up education. For science professors, the Internet offers new opportunities and technological tools to develop new materials, rethink curricula, and teach more effectively, benefiting students both on campus and on the web.
Adam Van Arsdale is visiting the chimpanzees at Southwick's Zoo in Mendon, Massachusetts. The sun is shining, but this isn't a leisure trip; Van Arsdale is filming a segment for his course, Introduction to Human Evolution, which he began teaching in September through edX, an online provider of MOOCs, or massive open online courses. In parallel with his MOOC, he is also teaching a related, oncampus course at Wellesley College, a small women's liberal arts college outside of Boston-the very type of institution that some worry are being put at risk by the rise of online education.
Van Arsdale doesn't see MOOCs as a threat though. Instead, he's excited about the new opportunities that online learning affords for the on-campus students as much as for those learning remotely. ''I wanted to improve the way I taught the course here on campus,'' he says. ''I'm leveraging the platform provided by edX to make my classroom better.'' For example, Van Arsdale likes to explore evolutionary concepts with his students by harnessing the natural variation in his own classroom as a teaching tool. But his Wellesley class this semester consists of only 14 women. ''Within a small liberal arts classroom, there's only so much variability you can sample,'' he says. ''Expand your classroom to 19,000 students, and suddenly the potential to collect patterns of variation becomes something that is much more readily available,'' which he can bring back to his on-campus class.
A Two-Way Street
In addition to the valuable diversity of the online students, the MOOC provides another powerful teaching tool: the video lectures themselves, which Van Arsdale is using to ''flip'' his class. In a flipped classroom, students are responsible for the raw content transmission on their own time, usually through watching video lectures, so that in-class time can be dedicated to more interactive and creative activities that facilitate deeper comprehension. One of the barriers to this approach is the tremendous amount of time required to make video lectures; Van Arsdale estimates that each minute of video for his course required six minutes of production time.
For Duke biologist Mohamed Noor, who was also interested in flipping his classroom, this hefty initial time investment stopped him from moving forward until his provost asked whether he wanted to develop an online course for Coursera, another MOOC platform. With institutional and technical support from Duke and Coursera, Noor was able to create the 15 or so hours of video lecture that he needed for the class. After testing his video content by teaching his MOOC in the fall of 2012, he flipped his Duke class this past spring and was thrilled with the result. ''I have never in my life gotten such detailed questions,'' he says. ''If the students don't understand it, they know much better what they don't understand, and if they do understand it, they can take it to a much higher level.'' The students seem to agree; the course evaluations were overwhelmingly positive. ''I feel like I am learning the material much more thoroughly than in other classes, especially large science classes,'' one student reported.
The MOOC platform also offers a fantastic opportunity to deliver innovative multimedia tools, both in the lectures and in the evaluation materials. For example, the problem sets for MIT professor Eric Lander's edX introductory biology course require students to modify molecules, manipulate genetic pedigrees, and use a simplified version of the Broad Institute's Integrated Genomics Viewer. ''We spent a tremendous amount of time building online tools to let the students really dig much more deeply into biology,'' Lander says. ''A great side effect is that we now have these tools for use in our own classrooms. '' In general, Lander believes that MOOCs will push professors to improve their teaching through approaches like flipping classrooms, not replacing them. ''My guess is the advent of MOOCs will change what we do in the classroom and how we interact with the student; we may be able to repurpose our time,'' he says. ''The idea that this technology will obviate the need for faculty strikes me as unlikely at best. It will probably up the game for faculty; we will have to add more value, new value you can't find in the MOOC. '' In turn, on-campus classrooms can also be used to enrich the MOOC experience for online students. Van Arsdale used footage of his on-campus class discussions to create segments for his MOOC, and Lander went a step further, bringing the cameras directly into his live course, which he believes provides a richer experience for the online students than if they were watching a scripted lecture. ''Having real students in a real class changes the energy level and the interaction dramatically,'' Lander says. ''In the course of my lecture, I'm asking questions of my class, and the lecture is being shaped by the discussion in the class . The people who have enjoyed the ''The idea that this technology will obviate the need for faculty strikes me as unlikely at best. It will probably up the game for faculty.''-Eric Lander MOOC have all commented that they feel like they're part of the class discussion.'' An Education Ecosystem Of the 35,000 students registered for Lander's MOOC, only about 12% completed all of the coursework, which is actually one of edX's highest retention rates so far. The first time that Noor taught his MOOC, just over half of the enrolled students even watched the first lecture, and from there, the numbers fell quickly and continuously, with only about 6% watching the final week's lectures; such trends are typical across all MOOCs. That attrition would be worrisome for a traditional classroom, but for online learning, it is simply a reflection of individuals guiding their own educational plans. ''For the MOOC students, it's pure,'' Noor says. ''The only reason to take it is because you're finding it engaging. The moment you find it not engaging, you can leave it without any repercussions. The only reason to stick it out is if you like it.''
The online learning environment, with students focused on satisfying their own intellectual interest rather than earning a specific credential, creates a particularly engaged academic community. ''The students were just absolutely captivated by science, really, really wanting to know more,'' Noor says of his MOOC students, ''much more than you see from the average student in a university classroom. '' He notes that most of his on-campus students are in his classroom not to satisfy a deep love of the material but to fulfill the requirements for their major, their university, or their intended professional school. ''Most of them are in college for certification,'' Noor says. ''The MOOC isn't going to replace that. The question doesn't even make sense in that regard.'' Instead, on-campus teaching and MOOCs are complementary components of a larger educational ecosystem, in which undergraduate institutions are primarily responsible for providing core education and credentialing for young adults, whereas MOOCs can provide a la carte educational enrichment for people of all ages and educational backgrounds, including professional development for those already in the workforce and continuing education for students who have already obtained advanced degrees. A survey conducted by Instructure, a MOOC provider, and the research firm Qualtrics found that 47% of the participants who completed a MOOC already had an advanced degree, and 77% had at least a bachelor's degree; the average student age was 39 years old.
In addition to the different audiences, the delivery methods are also undeniably distinct, each with its advantages. MOOCs can serve high-quality educational material to thousands of students across the world, whereas on-campus courses provide a higher level of interactive and personalized instruction. Appreciating these differences allows educators to get the most out of each outlet. ''One of my goals was not to recreate the course on campus because I think I would fail,'' says Van Arsdale. ''One of the pitfalls is trying to think that the online course can be the same thing as an on-campus course . I see it as something complementary that leverages the strengths of the different platforms.'' ''I remain skeptical of the argument that MOOCs are the future of higher education,'' Van Arsdale continues. Nonetheless, he is excited about the opportunity to reach an audience outside of the small Wellesley campus. Van Arsdale's course is about human evolution, which can be a contentious topic in the United States. Given this context, ''it seems like a public service issue to provide high-quality learning materials'' in this area, Van Arsdale says. He was pleasantly surprised to learn that a few homeschooled highschoolers are enrolled in his course, which covers an area where it can be difficult to find good homeschooling material. Noor, who also teaches about evolution, has found the same in his course.
Beyond the Classroom
Genetics is another area that is thirsty for accessible materials, a need that University of British Columbia geneticist Rosie Redfield strives to address with her Useful Genetics online course. ''Genetics is becoming personally relevant to people who aren't geneticists,'' Redfield says, citing examples like personalized genetic medicine, DNA evidence in legal cases, and investigating ancestry. As she explains in the course's introductory video, she hopes to meet the growing need for genetics literacy by offering ''a university-level course that aims to teach ordinary people the genetics they will actually use.'' To design such a course, she had to radically rethink the foundations of genetics education, such as the early emphasis on Mendel's peas and Punnett squares. Instead, her syllabus begins with personal genomics, moving from there to topics including natural variation, mutation, and epigenetics.
She started teaching the course in May 2013, and the power of her approach was demonstrated early on. During the first month of her class, Angelina Jolie announced her double mastectomy, a decision largely influenced by results from a personalized genetic test. In response to this news, Redfield says, ''the discussion forums were amazing, with all kinds of women talking about their personal genetics decisions.'' This ''genetics for everyone'' approach is also relevant for on-campus students, she argues, and in the future, she hopes to use her MOOC materials to flip her own classroom. ''It used to be that genetics was just this very specialized thing that you learned if you were a very keen biology major.'' Now, though, genetics has become a standard part of biology and pre-med curricula, and most of the students taking her course are not going to become geneticists or researchers, she says. ''We shouldn't be thinking about our students as college students, we should be thinking about what they're going to do when they leave university, and we should be giving them value they can use for the rest of their lives.'' Before implementing her syllabus more broadly, though, she would like to see some evidence that it actually works. ''We should be treating our decisions about teaching the same way we think about science,'' she says. ''We need data, real data.'' Redfield hopes to begin evaluating the effectiveness of her new syllabus and the flipped classroom format by running her course alongside the conventional UBC class. ''Then we'll really have a control group, which is one of the things that's usually missing'' from these types of studies, she says.
The Next Horizon
Online courses use the Internet to reach millions of students, but that is only a tiny first step toward true technological innovation in teaching, says Harvard neuroscientist David Cox. ''Most MOOCs are just YouTube videos and multiple choice questions,'' he laments. ''That's not academia's finest hour. It's a little painful to have that be the level of discourse.'' Cox is more deeply re-imagining the way that science is taught through his online course, Fundamentals of Neuroscience. Like Van Arsdale, most of the video for his course is taken on location, examining electric eels at the New England Aquarium or scorpions at the Harvard Museum of Natural History, but he also takes it a step further, embedding interactive simulations and activities into the video ''lectures.'' There is also a ''choose your own adventure'' element to the course, with the lectures following different paths depending on how a student answers certain questions.
''Our goal was to create something that wasn't just a shadow of what we do here on campus,'' Cox says. ''The lecture experience isn't very good to start with. With online education, we can mitigate many of the difficulties of that format.'' He hopes, then, to bring the technologically enriched course back to his oncampus students. ''If this isn't helpful to on-campus students at Harvard, my interest wanes.''
Cox, who has a background in computer science, built this interactive learning environment himself and created the content with help from one full-time staffer and volunteers, including a cartoonist in Tel Aviv, an illustrator in Toronto, and a composer in London. Each hour of produced content required 100-200 hours of production time. Cox acknowledges that others looking to create MOOCs may not have the resources or technical skills required for a project of this scope, but he feels that experiments like his course are crucial for the development of the relatively unknown world of online education.
''It's a very limited view to say we know what online education should look like,'' he argues. ''We're going to miss our mark to start,'' he says of his new class, ''but we wanted to take a bold step.''
